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Background
• DPRIVE: Encrypted DNS standards/proposals now 

available for stub to recursive

• DNS-over-TLS (RFC7858), Authentication profiles, 
padding, etc. 

• Several Stub implementations (e.g. Stubby) 

• Several experimental DNS-over-TLS servers 

• But deployment faces many challenges  
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This talk will focus on Usability challenges (USEC)

https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/dprive/charter/
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7858
https://getdnsapi.net/blog/dns-privacy-daemon-stubby/
https://portal.sinodun.com/wiki/x/hYCk
http://www.internetsociety.org/events/ndss-symposium-2016/usec-workshop-programme-0
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Usable Security - Theory
• Usable systems (effective, efficient, accurate)  - minimise 

unintentional errors 

• Secure systems (motivation, attention, vigilance) - mitigate 
undesirable actions 

• A conflict? For both - need to understand and be aware of 

• Mental models that complicate security or privacy 

• Creating an good user experience (effort vs benefit) 

• Lessons learned from designing, deploying, managing 
or evaluating security and privacy technologies
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I’m not an expert!
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Usable Security - Practice

• Authentication - passwords, 2F auth, 

• PKI - HTTP(S) green locks, cert warnings 

• GUI but much work done here to get it right 

• Email Encryption - PGP 

• Device pairing, etc.
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🔓

And now DNS!
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Where does DNS fit?

• Today - most ‘regular’ end users are unaware of DNS 

• ‘It should just work’ vs ‘It is a privacy issue’ 

• DNS is an ‘enabler’ service, not primary service 
(email, web).  

• Basic Need: To improve awareness & education about 
DNS and the of lack of DNS Privacy (DNSSEC)
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Deploying a Privacy  
Enabled Stub Resolver

• Availability - choice of software, easy to install 
packages, integration into OS (non-trivial) 

• Configuration - user intervention? (choice of server, 
Strict or Opportunistic, authentication mechanism) 

• DNS-over-TLS Service - performance, logging, 
errors (signalling - decoupled from a ‘goal’) 

• Usable security - no model to force users to adopt it
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Prototype: Stubby 

• A Privacy Enabling Stub resolver 

• Uses DNS-over-TLS, based on getdns library 

• Runs as daemon handling local requests 

• Configure OS DNS resolution to point at 127.0.0.1 

• Demos available: Sara, Allison, Willem
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https://getdnsapi.net/blog/dns-privacy-daemon-stubby/
https://getdnsapi.net
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergeant_Stubby
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Stubby In Practice (today)

• Availability: 1.1.0 develop 

• How to build and use Stubby 

• Configuration: Reads config from /etc/stubby.conf   
• Strict and Opportunistic profiles + Authentication 

• DNS Service: start from command line, crude 
logging to stdout, very coarse grained errors
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“For technical 
users”

https://portal.sinodun.com/wiki/display/TDNS/DNS+Privacy+daemon+-+Stubby
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Stubby in Practice
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Config
Logging

“For technical 
users”
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How to make Stubby Usable: 
Key questions

• Obviously need a set-up wizard, GUI, etc.  

• Basic paradigm for signalling to users 
• green lock equivalent? 
• passive vs disruptive alerts 

• Leverage Opportunistic mode to increase 
adoption without false sense of security
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Lessons learned from…
• HTTP(S): 

• Much research e.g. Adrienne Porter Felt 

• Consistency across implementations/platforms 

• Security indicators  

• Getting warnings right (subtle + non-obvious) 

• Adherence vs Comprehension 

• Get the language, logic and layout right
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Lessons Learned 
- Adherence to Certificate Warnings
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A B

C D
Figure 4. Conditions for our field experiment. A is the Chrome 36 warning, and C is the Chrome 37 warning.

risk every time the Chrome team modifies a warning. We
included only conditions that we thought would improve ad-
herence, and we monitored the experiment closely to ensure
it did not decrease adherence. If any of the conditions had
decreased adherence, we would have halted the experiment.

Chrome’s statistical reports are pseudonymous, and our ex-
periment did not involve any personally identifiable informa-
tion. The reports did not include any information about what
websites triggered the SSL warnings. Users can opt out of
statistical reporting at any time in Chrome settings.

Our experiment went through an internal experimental review
process before it launched.

Limitations
We do not know whether the warning impressions were due to
real attacks or false positives. Our overall goal is adherence,
but we cannot calculate whether adherence is higher or lower
during real attacks.

One possible experimental confound is the effect of novelty.
Over time, users become accustomed to seeing — and dis-
regarding — the same warning [12, 39]. Consequently, they
may no longer pay much attention to it. A new warning can
interrupt this rote behavior and gain user attention. It is there-
fore possible that our new warnings have a higher adherence
rate simply because they are novel. However, SSL warnings
are relatively rare events for most users; our statistical re-
ports suggest that most users see one or fewer SSL warnings
a month. Furthermore, we monitored the warning on release
channels from August 2014 to January 2015. We did not see
any change in adherence over time. This suggests that the
improvement in adherence is not due solely to novelty.

Another consideration is the bias introduced by demograph-
ics. The release and pre-release versions of Google Chrome
have different demographics. Early adopters seek out the pre-
release versions of Chrome for early access to bleeding-edge
features. As such, it is possible that they react differently to
warnings than the general population. However, the adher-
ence rates for CondC were similar across pre-release and re-
lease versions. This suggests that the two populations might
also react similarly to the other warning conditions, although
we cannot be sure. We do not wish to test the other conditions
on release users now that we believe the other conditions are
more likely to result in users becoming the victims of attacks.

Text Design Adherence N
A Original Original 30.9% 4,551
B Proposed Original 32.1% 4,075
C Proposed Proposed (gray) 58.3% 4,633
D Proposed Proposed (yellow) 53.3% 4,528

Table 5. Adherence rates from the field experiment.

Results
Opinionated Design
Opinionated design substantially improved adherence. As
Table 5 shows, our opinionated proposal (CondC) yielded
a higher adherence rate than the older warning (CondA):
58.3% vs. 30.9%. This is a substantial increase of nearly 30
percentage points. On some days, that could amount to more
than a million Google Chrome warning impressions. We at-
tribute this improvement to the change in design and not to the
change in text. The proposed text in the old design (CondB)
increased the adherence rate by only 1.2%, which is a very
small change.5

Following the experiment, CondC was adopted as the new
warning for Google Chrome. We monitored the adherence
rate as the new warning rolled out, to ensure that release users
also responded favorably. Indeed, the new warning improved
adherence rates among release users who participate in sta-
tistical reporting. During the last month of Google Chrome
36, the adherence rate was 37% for 24,747,395 impressions.
After the release of Google Chrome 37 in August 2014, the
adherence rate increased to 62% for 20,214,251 impressions.
Several months later, the adherence rate remained high at
61% for an additional 26,529,405 impressions.

Color Scheme
Contrary to our expectations, the yellow version of our
proposal (CondD) performed worse than the gray version
(CondC) by five percentage points (53.3% vs. 58.3%). We
did not pursue the yellow background color further.

5A careful reader may note that the unsafe button is slightly larger
in CondB than CondA, due to differences in string lengths. This
presents us with two possibilities: the text did not influence decision
making, or did influence their decision making but the larger button
size counteracted the effect. Either possibility supports the finding
that opinionated design (using button appearance and visibility) in-
creases adherence.

31% 32%

58% 53%

1 2

3 4

Improving SSL Warnings: Comprehension and Adherence, Felt et al. 

https://research.google.com/pubs/pub43265.html
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Lessons learned from…
• PGP/HTTPS: Comprehension 

• Good GUIs aren’t enough - users still struggle 
with the basics if they don’t understand what 
they are doing  

• DNSSEC:  

• DNS folks aren’t used to dealing with 
‘users’ (or usability or GUIs) 

• DNS folks like things done the DNS way
14
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Summary

• DNS Privacy is a new paradigm for end users 

• End users are a new paradigm for DNS people! 

• Ideas welcomed on making Stubby ‘Usable Security’ 

• DNS Privacy uptake critically dependant on this 
being successful
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